Expression of lacunin, a large multidomain extracellular matrix protein, accompanies morphogenesis of epithelial monolayers in Manduca sexta.
Morphogenesis is a complex process operating at several levels of organization--organism, tissues, cells, and molecules. Complex interactions occur between and within these levels. Many of the molecules that mediate these interactions are predictably turning out to be large multidomain proteins. Here we describe one such novel protein associated with remodeling of epithelial monolayers in embryos and developing wings of the moth Manduca sexta. On the basis of its sequence and its expression pattern along lacunae of developing wings, we propose the name lacunin for this extracellular matrix protein that contains nine different types of domains, most of which are present in multiple copies. These include domains of various types: Kunitz proteinase inhibitors, thrombospondin type I, immunoglobulin-like, and several newly defined domains of unknown function (PAL, PLAC, and lagrin domains). This rich patchwork of distinct domains probably exerts multiple effects on a variety of cell behaviors associated with the complex phenomenon of epithelial morphogenesis.